
Application TechniquesApplication Techniques

•• Creating 3D in CorelDrawCreating 3D in CorelDraw
•• Photo 3DPhoto 3D
•• ADAADA



Creating 3D in Creating 3D in 
CorelDrawCorelDraw



Draw or Select “Black” OutlineDraw or Select “Black” Outline



Select “Interactive Contour Tool” Select “Interactive Contour Tool” 
with object selectedwith object selected



Convert Outline Color to White Convert Outline Color to White 
on the Contour toolbaron the Contour toolbar



Adjust the Contour Offset to 0.001”Adjust the Contour Offset to 0.001”



Select “To Center” to ContourSelect “To Center” to Contour



Corel will Contour OutlineCorel will Contour Outline



Add a Black BackingAdd a Black Backing



Increase Gamma for less depth Increase Gamma for less depth 
in thinner woodsin thinner woods



Gamma Corrected for Different Angles Gamma Corrected for Different Angles 
Curves and Depths of Engraving Curves and Depths of Engraving 

(If Necessary)(If Necessary)



Repeat Process for any Outline Repeat Process for any Outline 
ShapeShape



Text Text 



VectorizedVectorized LogosLogos

•• Clipart  Type LogoClipart  Type Logo •• Converted to 3DConverted to 3D



EXAMPLE LOGOEXAMPLE LOGO



Converted to 3DConverted to 3D



Engraved in a Maple PlaqueEngraved in a Maple Plaque



3D Tips:3D Tips:

•• After you make a 3D image Convert to a After you make a 3D image Convert to a 
600 DPI Grayscale Bitmap by selecting 600 DPI Grayscale Bitmap by selecting 
the image, Selecting the dropdown menu the image, Selecting the dropdown menu 
“Bitmaps” then “Convert to Bitmap”.“Bitmaps” then “Convert to Bitmap”.

•• Engrave the image multiple times until Engrave the image multiple times until 
desired depth is reached.desired depth is reached.



Questions?Questions?



PHOTO 3DPHOTO 3D



Types of photo EngravingTypes of photo Engraving

•• HalftoneHalftone
•• Error DiffusionError Diffusion
•• Third Party software (Third Party software (PhotoGravPhotoGrav))

•• Photo 3DPhoto 3D



Halftone Halftone on on LaserTileLaserTile



ErrorDiffusionErrorDiffusion on on LasertileLasertile



PhotoGravPhotoGrav on on LaserTileLaserTile



Photo 3D Photo 3D on on LaserTileLaserTile



Photo 3D SetupPhoto 3D Setup

• Scan, Download or import your image 
from a Digital camera.

• If desired: Clean, brighten, remove 
background. (The better the image the 
better it will engrave)

• Calibrate the material that you plan on 
engraving with the laser.  



Calibrating a Material for Photo 3DCalibrating a Material for Photo 3D

First, determine nominal Power for desired material by 
engraving a filled area while adjusting the power on 
the fly. Proceed until the material gives you as light 
(Marble, Anodized…) or as dark (Lasertile, 
Leather…) as that material will become:



Adjust the new settings in the Adjust the new settings in the 
Driver and turn on 3D modeDriver and turn on 3D mode



Now run the Calibration scale Now run the Calibration scale 
CorelDraw file that comes on the CorelDraw file that comes on the 

ULS driver diskULS driver disk



Remove engraved material from Remove engraved material from 
laser and open the ULS printer laser and open the ULS printer 

driver and select the “Configure” driver and select the “Configure” 
button next to 3D Modebutton next to 3D Mode



Compare your engraving with Compare your engraving with 
the ULS 3D Power Calibration the ULS 3D Power Calibration 

scalescale



Determine the Minimum number where Determine the Minimum number where 
the material marked, then the Maximum the material marked, then the Maximum 

number that the material marked and number that the material marked and 
note those numbers (133 and 667).note those numbers (133 and 667).



Calculate the offset from the two Calculate the offset from the two 
numbers you just obtained with numbers you just obtained with 

this simple formula:this simple formula:



Place minimum number (Y) in  field “01” Place minimum number (Y) in  field “01” 
then add the offset (In this case 38) to then add the offset (In this case 38) to 

field “02” then take that number and add field “02” then take that number and add 
the offset “03” through “14” as shown:the offset “03” through “14” as shown:



Now engrave the scale again, Now engrave the scale again, 
you will have a consistent gray you will have a consistent gray 
spectrum across the materialspectrum across the material



Engrave your photoEngrave your photo

• Don’t Forget:
Save the .LAS 
file for future 
Photo 3D on this 
material



NotNot all materials work with photo 3Dall materials work with photo 3D

Here is a list of known materials that work:

• Lasertile
• Anodized Aluminum
• Marble (some marble will not work, such as N&R 

and LaserSketch)
• Leather
• Slate

• Any other materials that achieves an increase in 
gradient with the increase in laser power



Examples of Photo 3D Examples of Photo 3D 
on other Materialson other Materials



MarbleMarble



Anodized AluminumAnodized Aluminum



LasertileLasertile



LeatherLeather



Questions?Questions?



ADAADA
Braille with a laserBraille with a laser



USING the 3D methodUSING the 3D method



Giving a finished look like this:Giving a finished look like this:



Standard ADA  Using BeadsStandard ADA  Using Beads



Cut a slight undersized hole on the Cut a slight undersized hole on the 
back side of the ADA plasticback side of the ADA plastic



Place bead into the hole from back side using Place bead into the hole from back side using 
the angled cut of the laser to hold the bead in the angled cut of the laser to hold the bead in 

place, then place adhesive backing on the backplace, then place adhesive backing on the back



Giving you a laser cut ADA signGiving you a laser cut ADA sign



Finished BeadsFinished Beads



Helpful ADA information:Helpful ADA information:

• Some States require a license to process ADA

• Bead height, positions and text locations have to 
be to ADA specifications.

• Some ADA plastic will melt enough to allow the  
Braille bead in from the front of the material, 
then as it cures over the next few hours the bead 
will lock in place.



Questions?Questions?



ENDEND

Thank youThank you


